2015 Graduate Student Orientation

Wednesday, August 26, Griggs Center

10a - 12p International Graduate Student Orientation (mandatory)
  All new international graduate students

Thursday, August 27, Kirby Rafters

10:30-11a  Welcome from UMD Graduate Office (FERPA, website, progress to degree)
  New graduate students

11-11:30a  Jill Jenson, Writer's Workshop; Pam Enrici, Library
  New graduate students

11:30 - 12p  Susana Woodward, Lisa Erwin, Mary Cameron, Nathaniel Schultz; Sexual
  assault awareness (VAWA) training information
  New graduate students

BREAK

12:15 - 1:15p Paula Pedersen, Intercultural Issues
  New and returning GA/GRA/GTAs

1:15 - 2:15p Katherine Perszyk, Graduate Assistant Health Benefits Office
  New and returning GA/GRA/GTAs with qualifying appointments
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